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Introduction

Many children with the diagnosis of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) experience significant adverse effects in their learning and educational performance. Several intervention mechanisms currently exist for assisting students with these needs including informal classroom accommodations, behavior management programming, development and more explicit implementation of classroom accommodations via a 504 plan, and identification of an educational handicapping condition (typically Other Health Impaired) to receive special education services. Effective interventions require full and explicit identification of the child's educationally relevant strengths and weaknesses. With the increasing appreciation and definition of the executive functions as the underlying functional basis of the ADHD symptom clusters, appropriate educational programming for students with ADHD necessitates consideration of the inherent executive dysfunction. The present paper is structured into four sections in developing an argument for explicit recognition and inclusion of executive dysfunction in the educational programming of students diagnosed with ADHD. First, we define the clinical syndrome of ADHD including a brief review of its evolutionary history. Definition of the disorder, subtypes of the syndrome, severity of its symptoms, and epidemiology are discussed. We next define the construct of executive function, including its behavioral manifestation, neurological underpinnings, and developmental issues. This area of functioning has gained significantly greater definition and recognition in terms of its impact within a host of developmental and acquired neurological disorders including ADHD. Third, the relationship between executive dysfunction and ADHD is explored in terms of current theoretical models and recent work conducted by the authors. The traditional triad of symptoms that comprise the diagnosis of ADHD (i.e., inattention, impulsivity, hyperactivity) is not sufficient to fully describe the treatable symptoms. We demonstrate how executive function adds significantly to the functional description of the disorder. Finally, with the groundwork laid regarding executive function and ADHD, we turn our attention to a model of educational programming including specific strategies and recommendations for addressing various types of executive dysfunction. This intervention model acknowledges the unique aspects of executive function and proposes an approach that necessarily takes the child and his environment into account.

The disorder of ADHD is not a unitary phenomenon. Although a set of common characteristics may exist within the diagnosis, significant variability also exists between individuals. In addition to differing levels of severity and subtypes, a variety of environmental factors may affect the manifestation of disability in the child and educational impact. Differing teacher and classroom characteristics may ameliorate or exacerbate functional problems. Different developmental stages, e.g., the needs of the elementary student as compared to the high
school student, call for different intervention approaches. Thus, in designing an educational intervention plan, one must consider both the general and the unique characteristics of ADHD for the specific student at hand.

An Overview of ADHD

Definition of ADHD

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is the most common psychiatric disorder of childhood and is one of the most prevalent chronic health conditions affecting school-aged children\(^1\). The characteristic symptoms include developmentally inappropriate levels of inattention and may include impulsivity and/or hyperactivity. Current diagnostic criteria require that these symptoms begin in childhood (by the age of 7 years), occur across settings such as home and school, cause functional impairment, and cannot be attributed primarily to another disorder such as depression or anxiety\(^2\). Typically, functional difficulties present in school in the form of poor academic performance\(^3\). ADHD also is implicated in problematic family and peer relationships\(^4\).

Three subtypes of ADHD are defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition\(^5\): Predominantly inattentive type (ADHD-I), predominantly hyperactive/impulsive type (ADHD-HI), and combined type (ADHD-C). Each subtype is identified by the number of criteria met within its category: A child who exhibits 6 of 9 possible symptoms of inattention but not 6 of 9 symptoms of hyperactivity and impulsivity would by diagnosed with ADHD-I, a child who exhibits 6 of 9 hyperactive/impulsive symptoms but not inattentive symptoms would be diagnosed with ADHD-HI, and a child who exhibits 6 of each symptom category would meet criteria for the combined type of ADHD. The current DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for ADHD and its subtypes are as follows\(^6\):

A. Either (1) or (2)

(1) 6 (or more) of the following symptoms of inattention have persisted for at least 6 months to a degree that is maladaptive and inconsistent with developmental level

Inattention

(a) Often fails to give close attention to details or makes careless mistakes in schoolwork, work, or other activities
(b) Often has difficulty sustaining attention in tasks or play activities
(c) Often does not seem to listen when spoken to directly
(d) Often does not follow through on instructions and fails to finish schoolwork, chores, or duties in the workplace (not due to oppositional behavior or failure to understand instructions)
(e) Often has difficulty organizing tasks and activities
(f) Often avoids, dislikes, or is reluctant to engage in tasks that require sustained mental effort (such as schoolwork or homework)
(g) Often loses things necessary for tasks or activities (e.g., toys, school assignments, pencils, books, or tools)
(h) Is often easily distracted by extraneous stimuli
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\(^6\) same as #2 and #6 (American Psychiatric Association: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th ed. Washington, DC, American Psychiatric Association, 1994.)
(i) Is often forgetful in daily activities

(2) 6 (or more) of the following symptoms of hyperactivity-impulsivity have persisted for at least 6 months to a degree that is maladaptive and inconsistent with developmental level

Hyperactivity

(a) Often fidgets with hands or feet or squirms in seat
(b) Often leaves seat in classroom or in other situations in which remaining seated is expected
(c) Often runs about or climbs excessively in situations in which it is inappropriate (in adolescents or adults, may be limited to subjective feelings of restlessness)
(d) Often has difficulty playing or engaging in leisure activities quietly
(e) Is often on the go or often acts as if driven by a motor
(f) Often talks excessively

Impulsivity

(g) Often blurts out answers before questions have been completed
(h) Often has difficulty awaiting turn
(i) Often interrupts or intrudes on others (e.g., butts into conversations or games)

B. Some hyperactive-impulsive or inattentive symptoms that caused impairment were present before age 7 years

C. Some impairment from the symptoms is present > 2 settings (e.g., at school or work and at home)

D. There must be clear evidence of clinically significant impairment in social, academic, or occupational functioning

E. The symptoms do not occur exclusively during the course of a pervasive developmental disorder, schizophrenia, or other psychotic disorder and are not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., mood disorder, anxiety disorder, dissociative disorder, or a personality disorder)

Code based on type:

314.01 Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Combined type: If both criteria A1 and A2 are met for the past 6 months

314.00 Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Predominantly Inattentive Type: If criterion A1 is met but criterion A2 is not met for the past 6 months

314.01 Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Predominantly Hyperactive-Impulse Type: If criterion A2 is met but criterion A1 is not met for the past 6 months

Epidemiology

Although estimates vary from a low of 2% to a high of some 10 to 12% of the population, the generally accepted incidence rate is 3 to 5%. Differences in estimates are thought to reflect different methodologies across studies, the changing diagnostic criteria for ADHD, and various sampling methods (e.g., clinically referred samples versus non-referred samples). More boys than girls are identified as meeting the diagnostic criteria for ADHD, with an approximate 6 to 1 ratio in clinically referred samples and an approximate 3 to 1 ratio in non-referred samples. ADHD is frequently seen along with other disorders, including Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD), Conduct Disorder (CD), anxiety disorders, depression, learning disabilities (LD), and speech and language disorders. Among children diagnosed with ADHD, 40 to 70 percent are
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also diagnosed with either ODD or CD, 15 to 20 percent with mood disorders (e.g., Bipolar Affective Disorder, depressive disorders), 20 to 25 percent with anxiety disorders, and 6 to 20 percent with LD. ADHD is also seen frequently in the context of Tourette’s disorder and major developmental disabilities, such as Mental Retardation and Autism.

An Historical Perspective

The clinical picture currently labeled ADHD has been described for a century, with the earliest systematic study in 1902. Still described a group of children that, today, would likely meet criteria for ADHD as having a “defect in moral control” and a “deficit in volitional inhibition” referring to an inhibitory control deficit resulting in an inability to regulate behavior. Later, a behavioral similarity to children with brain injury resulted in the diagnostic label “minimal brain damage.” The label was changed in the 1950’s and 1960’s to “minimal brain dysfunction,” reflecting the presumption of a neurologically-based deficit in the face of limited or no evidence of brain damage in most cases. The increasing recognition of hyperactivity as a symptom of “minimal brain dysfunction” in the 1960’s again altered the diagnostic label to “hyperkinetic reaction of childhood” which included the first diagnostic consideration of inattention, hyperactivity and distractibility. With the publication of DSM-III, the label “Attention Deficit Disorder” was coined and subtyping became possible: Clinicians could indicate a diagnosis of ADD with or without hyperactivity. With the first revision of DSM-III, the subtyping distinction was eliminated and the diagnostic label changed to the current Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. Finally, in 1994 with the publication of DSM-IV, the label remained the same but subtypes were again included in the diagnostic scheme to reflect the broad variation in children with attentional disorders.

A Current Perspective

A recent National Institutes of Health Consensus Development Conference reviewed the extant literature on ADHD and offered several impressions: 1) ADHD is a commonly diagnosed behavioral disorder of childhood that represents a major public health problem with far reaching and profound effects; 2) Despite progress in the assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of ADHD, the disorder and its treatment have remained controversial in many public and private sectors; 3) The validity of ADHD as a disorder is supported, although there is no “test” of ADHD; 4) Cost barriers, inadequate diagnosis and treatment of ADHD, and the lack of integration of medical and educational services represent considerable long-term costs for society. Finally, the consensus conference participants lamented that the causes of ADHD remain speculative and that no strategies for prevention exist.

Defining the Executive functions

Although the construct of executive function has gained a central position in neuropsychology over the past 15-20 years, its understanding and inclusion within the field of education has lagged behind. In a recent survey, psychologists in school and clinical settings were asked about their knowledge of executional functions.
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executive function and associated practice methods. School psychologists reported being less familiar with the concept of executive function than those in clinical settings and less ready to define executive function. Furthermore, they tend to assess and treat executive function to a lesser degree than their clinical psychologist colleagues. Both groups, however, overwhelmingly cite a need for more training in the concepts, assessment and treatment of executive functions, as well as the need for additional normative measures of executive function. Debonis and colleagues further report school psychologists’ infrequent use of intervention methods to address executive dysfunction in students with ADHD. They also found few references to the executive functions in common educational curriculum materials for students with ADHD. Thus, educational personnel are in need of further training in the concepts and methods to address the needs of students with executive dysfunction.

The executive functions play a fundamental role in the child’s cognitive, behavioral, and social-emotional development with substantial implications for everyday academic and social functioning. It is crucial that the educational system fully understand the concepts of the executive functions as well as develop skills for assessing and intervening when the student demonstrates deficiencies. Different profiles of executive dysfunction are found in a variety of clinical conditions associated with vulnerable brain development and/or brain injury. Although the syndrome of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder is the focus of this paper, the executive functions are equally applicable to children with other neurologic impairments including those with developmental origins (e.g., learning disabilities, autism/pervasive developmental disorder, mental retardation) and acquired etiologies (e.g., traumatic, infectious, toxic, metabolic, neoplastic encephalopathies).

The term “executive control” has been attributed to the cognitive psychologist, Neisser, who described the “orchestration of basic cognitive processes during goal-oriented problem-solving.” This early definition is important because it articulates the differentiation of “basic” cognitive functions from the “executive” or “orchestra” cognitive control functions. The executive functions are viewed as a collection of related yet distinct abilities that provide for intentional, goal-directed, problem-solving action. Welsh and Pennington characterized the early development of the executive functions in terms of “the ability to maintain an appropriate problem-solving set for attainment of a future goal.” Denckla defined the critical features of the executive functions for active problem-solving as follows: providing for delayed responding, future-oriented, strategic action selection, intentionality, anticipatory set, freedom from interference, and the ability to sequence behavioral outputs. Although different aspects of the executive functions have been discussed by various authors, most would agree that the term is an umbrella construct for a collection of interrelated functions that are responsible for purposeful, goal-directed, problem-solving behavior. An accepted metaphor conceptualizes the executive functions as the conductor of an orchestra where the component “instruments” of the orchestra are the
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“basic” domain-specific functions (e.g., language, visuospatial functions, memory, motor skills). The conductor directs – making intentional decisions regarding the final output of the music and recruiting the necessary components in reaching the intended goal. The executive functions are defined as the control or self-regulatory functions that organize and direct all cognitive activity, emotional response, and overt behavior. In cognitive and educational psychology, the executive functions are also described in terms of metacognition, the domain-general functions that serve an oversight role.

Subdomains of executive function

Although not fully inclusive, we present specific behaviorally-referenced subdomains that make up this collection of regulatory or management functions including the ability to: initiate behavior, inhibit competing actions or stimuli, select relevant task goals, plan and organize a means to solve complex problems, shift problem-solving strategies flexibly when necessary, and monitor and evaluate behavior. The working memory capacity to hold information actively “on-line” in the service of problem-solving is also described within this domain of functioning. Finally, the executive functions are not exclusive to cognition; emotional control is also relevant to effective problem-solving activity. More specific definitions of these subdomains of executive function follow.

The ability to initiate is described as beginning a task or activity, or the process of generating responses or problem-solving strategies. Caregivers often report that children with initiation difficulties have trouble getting started on homework or chores, and require prompts or cues in order to begin. It is important to emphasize that problems with initiation are not the result of non-compliance or disinterest in the task. The child typically has an interest in the task or activity and wants to succeed but cannot get started.

The ability to inhibit is a critical trait for success in school and home. Measures to assess this subdomain examine the ability to not act on (inhibit or resist) an impulse and to appropriately stop one’s own activity at the proper time. The ability to inhibit is also readily observed in daily activities with common examples of disinhibition including: acting without thinking, being easily distracted, and being unable to sit still. Parents and teachers typically possess a wealth of information about a child’s ability to inhibit their responses and rating scales are effective means of gathering information about this subdomain.

The ability to shift one’s problem solving strategy during complex tasks is a key aspect of executive function. Thinking flexibly and being able to switch or alternate attention are essential components of novel problem solving. In their day-to-day lives, children who are rigid or inflexible may exhibit problems transitioning from one situation, activity, or aspect of a problem to another as the situation demands. Caregivers often describe these children as “getting stuck” on a topic or as being highly perseverative.

The ability to plan involves anticipating future events, setting goals, and developing appropriate steps ahead of time to carry out an associated task or action. Planning involves imagining or developing a goal, and then strategically determining the most effective method or steps to attain that goal. Planning often involves the sequencing and stringing together of steps in order to most efficiently achieve an end state. The ability to plan had previously been considered as a skill of later development, but research has illustrated its active use in preschool children. Parents and teachers may complain about the child’s lack of planning ability, tendency to start assignments at the last minute, or failure to anticipate possible problems.

The ability to organize complex amounts of information is a subdomain that becomes increasingly important as demands for independent functioning increase. Organization involves establishing and maintaining order within an activity or carrying out a task in a
systematic manner. The way in which information is strategically organized can play a critical role in how it is learned, remembered and retrieved\textsuperscript{26}. Common reports from caregivers which suggest disorganization describe the child as “scattered,” easily overwhelmed by large tasks or assignments, or having difficulties organizing personal belongings.

The ability to self monitor is typically not assessed via a discrete performance measure but rather by direct examiner observation and caregiver reports. The ability to self monitor includes checking one’s own actions during or shortly after finishing a task to assure appropriate attainment of a goal. Children who do not self monitor often rush through assignments without checking their work for mistakes. Additionally, such children may be unaware of how their actions affect others in a social context.

Emotional Control is another manifestation of the executive functions. It is closely associated with the ability to inhibit and modulate responses. Emotional control is readily observed at home, school, and during assessment. The inability to modulate one’s own emotional response may manifest as overblown emotional reactions or a general affective reactivity. Such children are often described as “explosive.”

Working memory is the process of holding information in mind for the purpose of completing a specific and related task. Working memory is essential in order to follow complex instructions, complete mental arithmetic, or perform tasks with more than one step. A common observation made by parents is that their child often has trouble remembering things for even a few minutes, or when sent to get something, forgets what s/he was supposed to get.

The development of the executive functions parallels the protracted course of neurological development, particularly with respect to the prefrontal regions of the brain. A commonly held view of the neuroanatomic organization of the executive functions, however, is that they are seated solely in the prefrontal region of the brain (i.e., the part of the brain that is furthest forward). This position is an oversimplification of the complex organization of the brain. Although damage to the frontal lobes can result in significant dysfunction of various executive subdomains\textsuperscript{27}, the executive functions do not simply reside in the frontal lobes. Nevertheless, an understanding of this phylogenetically unique neuroanatomic region is important in any discussion of the executive functions. The neuroanatomical essence of the frontal lobes is their dense connectivity with other cortical and subcortical regions of the brain. The prefrontal system is highly and reciprocally interconnected through bi-directional connections with the limbic (motivational) system, reticular activating (arousal) system, posterior association cortex (perceptual/ cognitive processes and knowledge base), and the motor (action) regions of the frontal lobes\textsuperscript{28}. This central neuroanatomic position underlies the regulatory control that the frontal systems exert over the perceptual coding/conceptual processes of the posterior cortex.


attentional, and emotional functions subserved by the subcortical systems. The developmental course of the executive functions across childhood reveals a protracted ontogenetic course in comparison with other cognitive functions - paralleling the prolonged pattern of neurodevelopment of the prefrontal regions of the brain. Although earlier views of the executive functions argued for their emergence in early adolescence, studies in developmental psychology suggest a much earlier trajectory. The development of attentional control, future-oriented intentional problem-solving, and self-regulation of emotion and behavior can be observed beginning in infancy and continuing through the preschool and school-age years. Examples of this work include studies of the development of goal-directed, planful problem-solving behaviors in 12-month-old infants using an object permanence and object retrieval paradigm. Eighteen-month-old children exhibit the self-control abilities to maintain an intentional behavior and inhibit behavior incompatible with attaining a goal. These examples demonstrate the utilization of early intentional self-control behaviors by infants and toddlers for the purpose of goal-directed problem-solving. The executive self-control at these early ages is, however, variable, fragile, and bound to the external stimulus situation, whereas increasing stability is gained between 18-30 months of age. Developmental studies of children through adolescence demonstrate a time-related course of development for specific subdomains of executive function, including inhibitory control, flexible problem-solving, and planning. As is the case with most dimensions of psychological and neuropsychological development, the emergence of executive control functions during development can vary across individuals in terms of when specific subdomains emerge and to what ultimate degree.

Regarding the clinical manifestation of executive dysfunction, it is important to acknowledge and emphasize that there is no singular, core disorder of executive function. Pennington and colleagues point out that disorders with different neuroanatomical bases can present with similar broad manifestations of executive function deficits (for example, treated PKU, ADHD, Autism, and Fragile X in women). On the other hand, a single clinical syndrome such as ADHD may reflect different executive function deficits, such as disinhibition and
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impaired working memory. Unlike a domain-specific function such as language where a commonality of deficits is seen in a clinical syndrome, executive function deficits can present differently within a syndrome or similarly across syndromes.

Defining the Child’s Profile of Executive Function.

Before intervening with the executive functions, it is necessary to define the student’s profile of executive function strengths and weaknesses. This can be conducted by a number of skilled professionals given proper training. Depending on the complexity of the student’s issues, the assessment of their executive function can be conducted by a school psychologist, neuropsychologist, or clinical psychologist. Teaching staff must play an active role in the process as well. Given the directive, dynamic, fluid, and multi-form nature of the executive functions, assessing them with standard tests is challenging. Any assumption that the executive functions are a static set of abilities simply amenable to traditional testing is false. The fluid strategic, goal-oriented problem-solving involved in the executive functions is not as amenable to paper-and-pencil assessment as are the more domain-specific functions such as language, memory, motor, and visual/nonverbal abilities. Furthermore, the structured nature of the typical testing situation often does not place a high demand on the executive functions, reducing the opportunity for observing this important domain. In considering whether or not a child has difficulty in the executive domain, the examiner must appreciate the structure, organization, guidance, and planning, as well as the cueing and monitoring they provide to promote optimal performance by the child. The examiner serves, in essence, as the child’s external executive control. A child with significant executive dysfunction can perform appropriately on well-structured tasks of knowledge where the examiner is allowed to cue and probe for more information, thus relieving the child of the need to be strategic and goal-directed. A full definition of the child’s profile of executive function should include information gathered from testing, focused observations, standardized behavioral ratings, and clinical interview.

A paradox exists in the assessment of the executive functions. Some individuals with significant deficits in specific executive function subdomains may, in fact, perform appropriately on general intelligence tests and on many purported "tests of executive function" yet have significant problems making simple real-life decisions. All tests are multi-factorial, with greater or lesser degrees of domain-specific content knowledge and thereby demanding of varying degrees of organization, planning, inhibitory control, or flexibility. For example, a child may be able to perform appropriately on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, which requires flexibility in problem-solving, yet fail miserably in strategically modifying his/her approach to completing a set of math problems in the classroom or solving social problems. The behavioral observations and formal test findings
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obtained in a formal testing situation may not comprise a complete data set documenting strengths and weaknesses in the array of executive functions.

Assessment of the executive functions requires a multi-modal approach to characterize fully the child’s profile. The examiner must (1) obtain systematic observations of ways the child manages task demands within the context of the assessment situation, (2) recruit reliable reports of critical problem-solving behaviors in the child’s “real world”, and (3) provide psychometrically and developmentally appropriate tests for direct observation of executive problem-solving performance.

Recognizing the different stimulus conditions which are provided within the comfort of the controlled setting of testing (which may be very necessary to identify the child’s knowledge and abilities) versus those existing within the child’s “real” day-to-day world is critically important. Frequently, the more novel and/or complex the task, the greater the demand for the executive functions. The more familiar, automatic, and simple the task, the less the child needs to recruit their executive functions. What may be a complex, novel task for one child may be relatively familiar and automatic for another; thus, children recruit vastly different degrees of executive control functions toward solving a particular problem. The ultimate application of assessment data to formulating credible, practical recommendations and intervention strategies demands a clear understanding of this issue. Assessing the child’s behavior and responses under greater and lesser degrees of examiner-determined control and structure can help clarify the child’s executive competence. This point stresses the importance of an intra-individual approach to assessment, as opposed to a simple) normative model. Teasing apart executive functions from domain-specific functions is part of the challenge of their assessment and definition: Returning to the orchestral metaphor, the conductor (executive function) must have players (cognitive processes) to direct in order to make “cognitive” music.

The Role of Executive Function in ADHD

The syndrome of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) has traditionally been defined by three aspects of disordered functioning including sustained attention, impulsivity, and high activity level. The definition of ADHD has been evolving over the last thirty years. More recently, the nature of the disorder has been re-examined and is undergoing further redefinition in terms of a disorder of the executive functions. Various authors have argued that the syndrome of ADHD might better be viewed in terms of the construct of executive function than the traditional triad of symptoms reflected in current diagnostic criteria. Many agree that ADHD is not a unitary disorder, and that difficulties with sustained attention, impulsivity and hyperactivity are not the sole characteristics or areas of difficulty. A model of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder defined by executive function may be both more specific and more inclusive in identifying problematic areas of functioning. Further, viewing the behavioral symptoms of ADHD as ramifications of deficits in executive function provides a useful neuropsychological model, as executive functions are one step closer to neural substrate than the
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ADHD diagnosis and provide a more functional framework for research\textsuperscript{48}. As can be presumed from the nature of executive function, there is a close link with attentional functioning\textsuperscript{49}. Theoretically, working memory deficits contribute substantially to the Predominantly Inattentive subtype of ADHD, while inhibitory control deficits account for the cluster of symptoms comprising the hyperactive/impulsive subtype\textsuperscript{50}.

Clinically, beyond the symptoms of inattention (“doesn’t pay attention to lectures…”), impulsivity (“doesn’t think before he/she acts…”), and hyperactivity (“is constantly on the move…”), parents and teachers are also frequently reporting significant problems with disorganization (“can’t organize thoughts or belongings…”), poor planning (“always starts projects at the last minute and without the correct materials…”), deficient working memory (“can’t remember or follow a 3-step direction…”), poor self-monitoring (“never checks work…”), inflexible problem-solving (“gets stuck on only one way to solve a problem…”), and an overemotional response (“has frequent outbursts that are out of proportion…”). We would argue that these additional symptoms are the manifestation of the executive dysfunction that is inherent in the syndrome of ADHD. Although the traditional triad of symptoms clearly must be a focus of treatment and educational support, intervention strategies to address the executive dysfunction must also be included. That is, bringing the impulsive behavior and hyperactivity under control is a critical and fundamental aspect of treatment, but does not directly address the poor organizational skills, monitoring of performance and behavior, or inflexible problem-solving approach. In fact, treatment of the poor inhibitory control is likely an important precursor to metacognitive (e.g., organizational) intervention\textsuperscript{51}, but is not sufficient in developing the necessary organizational and monitoring skills for managing complex tasks.

Models of Executive Function in ADHD

A comprehensive understanding of ADHD requires explicit inclusion of the executive functions in clinical assessment and intervention, as well as in research. Several authors have examined ADHD in terms of various executive functions. Pennington & Ozonoff\textsuperscript{52} describe the “frontal metaphor” when defining ADHD, with specific reference to the deficits in the executive function domains of inhibition and working memory. Bayliss and Roodenrys\textsuperscript{53} also discuss an underlying executive function deficit in ADHD in terms of a supervisory attentional system\textsuperscript{54}, which reflects largely the inhibitory capacity of the child. The most comprehensive examination of ADHD in terms of a model of executive function has been
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well articulated by Russell Barkley. Using Bronowski’s conceptualization of language and the executive functions as the basis of his model, Barkley views inhibition as the fundamental, core executive function in his model. Several other dimensions play crucial roles in the child’s ability to exhibit appropriate self-control, including nonverbal working memory (visual imagery and private audition and internalized resensing), verbal working memory (covert language that controls self; rule-governed behavior), internalized emotion/motivation (covert affective states, source of intrinsic motivation that drives future behavior), and reconstitution (analysis combining with synthesis, allowing manipulation to synthesize new responses; allows flexible, fluent, inventive goal-directed behaviors). Children with ADHD have fundamental deficits in behavioral inhibition, which result in a variety of other executive function deficits, including poor verbal and nonverbal working memory; difficulties regulating their affect, motivation and arousal; and poor goal-directed analytic and synthetic problem-solving abilities. The outcome for the child with ADHD is disinhibited and task-irrelevant responses, impaired execution of goal-directed responses, insensitivity to feedback regarding their behavior, inflexible problem-solving behavior, and behavior that is poorly controlled by internal cognitive states.

To further empirically examine the role of the executive functions in children with ADHD, we conducted two studies of the relationship between the multiple domains of executive function and critical aspects of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. Specifically, we showed (1) how two key aspects of executive function, working memory and inhibition, can predict ADHD subtypes, and (2) the intimate overall relationship between a larger set of executive function domains and the traditional symptomatology of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder.

Study I: Working Memory and Inhibition as Predictors of ADHD Subtypes

We asked parents and teachers of children who met DSM-IV criteria for either ADHD, Predominantly Inattentive Type (ADHD-I) or ADHD Combined Type (ADHD-C) but not other comorbid diagnoses (e.g., Conduct Disorder, Oppositional Defiant Disorder, Reading Disorder) to complete observational measures of executive function. Parents and teachers of children without identified attentional, learning, or behavioral concerns and matched for age, gender, ethnicity and parental education to the children with ADHD also completed the measure to serve as controls. The Parent and Teacher Forms of the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF), an 86-item questionnaire designed to assess executive functions via ratings of children’s everyday behaviors, served as the measure of executive function. In particular, we were interested in two of the eight non-overlapping BRIEF scales, Working Memory and Inhibit.

Children with either Inattentive or Combined types of ADHD were rated by parents and teachers significantly, indeed substantially, higher than children without an ADHD diagnosis on the BRIEF Working Memory scale. Parents and teachers also rated children with the combined type of ADHD significantly higher on the Inhibit scale than children with the inattentive type of ADHD, who were in turn rated higher on the same scale than children with no diagnosis. Logistic
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regression analyses revealed that, for both teacher and parent ratings, the BRIEF Working Memory scale predicted ADHD-I diagnosis in 81% (parent) to 83% (teacher) of the cases. The Inhibit scale predicted ADHD-C diagnosis in 85% (parent) and 79% (teacher) of the cases. Although the Working Memory scale did not distinguish between subtypes of ADHD (i.e., this was a significant problem in both subtypes), the Inhibit scale distinguished 65% to 68% of cases (i.e., it was a more prominent problem in ADHD-C).

This study supports the notion that deficits in domains of executive function underlie the behavioral symptom clusters that characterize the diagnosis of ADHD. Specifically, working memory deficits are characteristic of attention problems in both subtypes of ADHD, while failure of inhibitory control was a stronger contributor to the hyperactive/impulsive symptoms of ADHD, Combined Type.

Study II: Relationship between ADHD and Executive Function

Next, we examined the relationship between the broader neuropsychological construct of executive function and aspects of the clinical syndrome of ADHD by comparing all eight BRIEF scales with a published measure of ADHD symptoms based on the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria, the ADHD Rating Scale-IV. We predicted that difficulties with sustained attention and performance would be associated with difficulties initiating problem-solving activity, organization, planning, and working memory. These metacognitive functions would, therefore, associate more with the “cognitive”/inattention symptoms than the impulsive and hyperactive symptoms of ADHD. In contrast, we predicted that hyperactive/impulsive behaviors would be associated with greater difficulties regulating behavior including inhibiting and shifting behavior, as well as emotional control and self-monitoring.

For this study, parents of 81 (51 boys, 30 girls) clinically referred children with diagnoses of ADHD completed the BRIEF along with the ADHD Rating Scale-IV. Fifty children met criteria for ADHD-I and 31 met criteria for ADHD-C. Correlations among the eight BRIEF scales and the two scales of the ADHD Rating Scale IV (Inattentive symptoms, Hyperactive/Impulsive symptoms) were submitted to exploratory principal factor analysis (PFA) with oblique rotation, a method that allows for exploration of complex relationships among the variables while seeking groups of variables, or factors, that summarize the data. A two-factor solution was the most parsimonious. Factor 1 was defined by the five BRIEF Metacognition scales (Initiate, Plan/Organize, Working Memory, Organization of Materials, and Monitor) along with the ADHD Rating Scale-IV Inattention scale. Factor 2 was defined by the three BRIEF Behavioral Regulation scales (Emotional Control, Inhibit, and Shift) loading with the ADHD Rating Scale-IV Hyperactivity scale.

These findings highlight the relationship between eight subdomains of executive function and the symptom clusters of the ADHD syndrome. The inattentive characteristics of ADHD were highly related to the metacognitive domains of task initiation, organization and planning, working memory, monitoring, and organizing one’s materials. The hyperactive/impulsive characteristics of ADHD were more highly related to the behavioral regulation aspects of executive function including inhibitory control, emotional control, and problem-solving flexibility. These findings extend the viewpoint of executive function as the underlying neuropsychological functions that characterize ADHD symptoms. Further, the underlying functional elements of the Inattention subtype of ADHD include not simply inattention in the narrow sense but also the executive ability to initiate, organize, plan,
and monitor an action sequence and to maintain this problem-solving set in active working memory. Similarly, the behaviors within the ADHD Combined subtype would include the executive function subdomain of inhibit, consistent with Barkley’s model, as well as the ability to flexibly shift problem-solving set, and maintain appropriate emotional control.

Taken together, these two studies provide evidence for the strong relationship between the neuropsychological construct of executive function and the clinical diagnosis of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, consistent with the viewpoints expressed by a number of authors. We concur that executive function is a more useful framework for understanding the behavioral characteristics captured as the triad of ADHD symptoms. The multi-dimensional construct of executive function is both more specific in highlighting the multiple functional components within the subtypes of ADHD and more comprehensive in expanding the critical behavioral symptoms beyond the traditional triad.

The first study highlights the relevance and utility of the specific executive function behaviors of inhibitory control and working memory in the diagnosis of the subtypes of ADHD. These two executive function domains demonstrate good ability to detect the ADHD subtypes of Predominantly Inattentive Type and Combined Type. The second study supports the “redefinition” of the ADHD diagnostic components within an executive function framework. Barkley and others have long held inhibitory self-control as the fundamental symptom of ADHD. Redefining the critical diagnostic behaviors in terms of the neuropsychological construct of inhibition is supported. The construct of working memory has also been proposed as a possible underlying element of ADHD. In fact, the “attention” in ADHD has been questioned as a discriminating aspect of ADHD, and instead is suggested as the secondary consequence of other more primary underlying functions (e.g., inhibition). Thus, the present redefinition of attention in the ADHD symptom complex in terms of executive function has prior support.

Not only do specific components of executive function serve to redefine the diagnosis of ADHD but the broader metacognitive and behavioral/emotional regulatory aspects of executive function must be considered as well. We believe this inclusive application of the executive function construct to ADHD has clinical support when one considers the types of everyday problems that are often reported by parents and teachers. Although “not paying attention” and “not thinking before he acts” are frequent concerns, reports of “disorganized thinking and performance”, “poor planning”, “not checking his work”, and “difficulty accepting other strategies” are also expressed quite frequently. The formal assessment of these critical aspects of executive function is necessary in functional

diagnosis and treatment planning for children with ADHD symptoms. Articulating the particular behavioral subdomains of executive function allows for a more specific targeting of behavioral and cognitive/academic treatment methods toward those deficient areas. Following an executive function rubric, the clinician would not only ask questions about the child’s inattention but would also formally inquire about the child’s ability to initiate, plan, organize, and monitor task and social behavior, as well as to hold information actively in working memory. Furthermore, rather than pursuing information primarily in terms of overactive or impulsive behavior, assessment questions regarding the broader aspects of inhibitory control (including cognitive inhibition), as well as problem-solving flexibility and control of emotional responses would be addressed. Finally, the redefinition and refinement of our understanding of ADHD may promote better clinical treatment of individuals with this disorder. A more specific executive function model of ADHD would be useful for targeting appropriate cognitive, academic, social, and behavioral treatments.

Executive System Interventions

Given the general theoretical discussion regarding the integral role of executive function within the diagnosis of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder together with the empirical evidence of executive function as both interwoven with ADHD symptomatology and predictive of clinical subtypes, we believe adequate support exists for consideration of executive function behaviors within an educational intervention model. Furthermore, the reports of clinical and educational problems by teachers and parents also implicate the central role of executive dysfunction. For example, teachers and parents frequently bemoan the significant disorganization in the student’s general approach to tasks as well as their maintenance of materials. Difficulties following multi-step directions or completion of long-term projects are also common complaints.

Following an appropriate assessment and definition of the student’s specific executive dysfunction, educational intervention planning can begin. Given the unique nature of the executive functions in playing a “command” role in terms of guiding and regulating thought and behavior, the approach to intervention must be considered globally. First, one must consider the end-goal or outcome of “good” executive function for the child. We propose the following educational executive outcomes for children:

- Purposeful, goal-directed task and social activity
- Active educational problem solving approach
- Self-control within social and academic tasks
- Maximal independence in task completion
- Reliable and consistent behavior and thinking
- Positive self-efficacy as a learner
- Internal locus of control
- Accurate awareness of one’s own strengths and weaknesses

The general principles of an educational executive function intervention model are based largely on the work of Mark Ylvisaker and colleagues\textsuperscript{65} who advocate an ongoing, contextualized (i.e., in the child’s real world), collaborative (i.e., together with the child, parents, teachers, peers), hypothesis-testing (i.e., generating and implementing testable methods) assessment and treatment approach. The ultimate goal of executive function intervention in the school setting is to establish regular

behavioral/cognitive routines to maximize independent, goal-oriented educational problem-solving and performance. A critical feature of any educational intervention is to establish external environmental pre-conditions that will enable the child to learn maximally, and, ideally, establish automatic educational problem-solving routines. Bernstein and Waber further articulate this “Brain-World” interactional model of neuropsychological function whereby the child’s adaptation is an ongoing fluid process of their own resources in the context of the environmental demands at the time. Both aspects of this interaction must therefore be explicitly considered in the intervention system.

For individuals just starting to learn executive control behaviors, young children, or individuals with extreme executive dysfunction, the focus of intervention may need to be more externalized or environmental (i.e., to organize and structure the external environment and to organize and cue strategies and behavioral routines). Many such individuals do not have the internal resources available to initiate behaviors without significant individualized structuring, cueing, and reinforcement. They often need help to know when and how to apply the appropriate problem-solving behavioral routine. Direct rewards and positive incentives are often necessary to motivate the child to attend to and practice new behavioral routines. Because of the nature of the child’s executive dysfunction, these organizational routines may initially be experienced as quite stressful by many children and adolescents. Establishing such routines may require, therefore, explicit rewards. Once behavioral routines have become established, positive cueing becomes the crucial factor; cueing can then be faded, as a function of the child’s increasing autonomy.

An executive system intervention focus is possibly in most daily activities involving more than one step for completion, including classroom, therapy, social/recreational, and activities of daily living at home. For example, any of these activities can include:

- **a. Goal-setting**: an initial decision about or choice of a goal to pursue (What do I need to accomplish?)
- **b. Self-Awareness of strengths/weaknesses**: recognition of one’s stronger and weaker abilities, and a decision about how easy or difficult it will be to accomplish the goal (How easy or difficult is this task/goal? Have I done this type of task before?)
- **c. Organization/Planning**: development of an organized plan (what materials do we need? who will do what? in what order do we need to do these things? how long will it take?)
- **d. Flexibility/strategy use**: As complications or obstructions arise, planned (e.g., staff ensure that problems arise) or unplanned coaching of the students in flexible problem solving/strategic thinking (When/if a problem arises, what other ways should I think about to reach the goal? Should I ask for assistance?)
- **e. Monitoring**: a review of the goal, plan, and accomplishments at the end (How did I do?)
- **f. Summarizing**: what worked and what didn't work; what was easy and what was difficult --- and why

An executive function intervention model includes at the outset an appropriate assessment. This includes defining the relevant profile of executive strengths and weaknesses, associated domain-specific abilities or deficits, and an analysis of the everyday person, task, and situational demands that increase or decrease appropriate executive functioning.

---


Determination of the developmental level of child and the age-appropriate expectations for executive function are also necessary.

Several basic tenets are also advocated, including:

1. Teaching a goal-directed problem-solving process
2. Implementing the process within positive, meaningful everyday academic routines
3. Real-world relevance and application of strategies and routines
4. Involving everyday people (parents, teachers, peers) as models and “coaches”
5. Including the child in the design of the intervention as much as possible
6. Most individuals with executive dysfunction do not yet possess the age-appropriate internalized skills for well-regulated problem-solving. Therefore, intervention often begins from an “external support” position with active and directive modeling, coaching and guidance by important everyday people, which proceeds over time to an “internal” process of fading and cueing as follows:
   a. External modeling of multi-step problem-solving (i.e., executive) routines
   b. External guidance to develop & implement everyday executive routines
   c. Practice application/ use of executive routines in everyday situations
   d. Fade external support and cue internal generation & use of executive routines
   e. Support internal control in generation & use of specific problem-solving routine(s)
   f. With external guidance, promote generalization to new situation(s)
   g. Accumulate experience, examine conditions for selective use of various executive routines
   h. Provide feedback (external and internal) throughout the process

In structuring an executive function intervention program, we advocate the use of everyday executive routines within the context of a general approach to executive problem-solving as opposed to merely teaching specific skills out of context. In addition, given the difficulties that many individuals with executive dysfunction possess with working memory, the use of a “hard copy” of the active multi-step executive routine is often necessary. The child should become increasingly more active in formulating and carrying out the plans and reviewing his/ her performance (thus promoting “internal” executive control). The goal of executive function intervention is maximal independence and self-sufficiency, which necessitates active involvement of the child. The challenge in conducting an effective executive function intervention is in the “delivery system”, that is, the means by which the teacher implements the collaborative program. A fine balance exists between too little and too much teacher support for the student. This can be a challenge because too little support for the student can be overwhelming as he/she does not yet have the competence to manage the critical executive routines to self-manage their learning. Too much support, on the other hand, can create continued dependence and a lack of growth in the critical executive, self-management functions. Thus, the challenge is to not shift responsibility for the executive routines too suddenly onto the student but instead in a gradual manner with mentoring, modeling, and guided practice. This gradual transfer of responsibility for the executive function routines occurs with increasing competency of the student. This approach also requires the teacher/ mentor to know the student well enough to deliver the intervention in a sensitive, yet empirical (i.e., based on the student’s actual performance) manner. This
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approach is akin to a mentoring or coaching process.

In developing interventions for the executive functions, it is important to appreciate what they are not. They are not:

- Specific, isolated sets of skills or information that are unidirectionally taught to the child.
- A mere list of steps that is taped to the child’s desk or bedroom door.
- Simple behavior modification to increase motivation in the absence of critical antecedent conditions (setting variables, problem-solving routines)
- A “student thing” - listing treatment/ IEP goals without attention to the “how, who, where, when” of the intervention delivery system

Within the context of a collaborative, contextualized problem-solving model utilizing the everyday routines of the child and delivered within a method such as the Goal-Plan-Do-Review system, examples of specific recommendations for interventions and accommodations are offered in Appendix A according to area of functioning. We hope the majority of these interventions are somewhat familiar to the intervention team. We have classified them in terms of the relevant executive functions to which they apply. These recommendations are general and are intended here as suggestions or ideas that may be tailored to suit the student’s individual needs. As with any intervention, clinical judgment is paramount. In following with the model of combined external and internal foci to intervention, the recommendations are organized in terms of these two categories with the expectation that a combination of both is typically necessary to promote the full implementation of an executive problem-solving routine.
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One's executive/organizational skills are increasingly in demand as the curriculum in the higher grades becomes more complex. The relationship between these two factors is quite direct, i.e., greater complexity of learning necessitates greater use of efficient executive skills. The curriculum in the later elementary and into middle/high school requires the student to derive information from increasingly complex text, reproduce this information in appropriately organized written form, and do so in an increasingly independent manner. Thus, tasks for which students may have difficulty are those that: (1) are long-term (requiring planning); (2) require organization of lots of detailed information (e.g., a specific multi-step task), and; (3) that are to be completed in a certain time frame (requiring time management).

In addition to recommendations provided in Appendix A, translation of executive function interventions into the language and context of the Individualized Education Plan or the 504 Plan is necessary. A set of sample IEP/504 Plan goals and objectives are provided below. Importantly, rather than specific academic curriculum “content”, these goals focus on the development of a learning and/or problem-solving “process” designed to enhance the efficient learning and memory of academic information. Implementation of the methods to achieve these unique, non-traditional “learning process” goals will likely require additional training and guidance of school personnel. The emphasis of support should be on teaching, modeling, and cueing an approach to self-management of learning through active planning, organization, and monitoring of work.

In the IEP, we recommend the overarching, long-term goal for the student with executive dysfunction be stated as follows: “The student will independently employ a systematic learning/problem-solving method (e.g., Goal-Plan-Do-Review - GPDR) for all academic tasks and activities that involve multiple steps and/or require long-term planning.” Domain-specific goals and objectives can then be articulated. For students who are younger or with more severe executive dysfunction, the objectives might be prefaced with: “With directed assistance, The student will...”

1. Goal Setting:
   a. The student will participate with teachers in setting instructional goals (e.g., "I want to be able to read this book, write this paragraph, etc.")
   b. The student will accurately predict how effectively he/she will accomplish a task. For example, he/she will accurately predict whether or not he/she will be able to complete a task; predict how many (of something) he/she can finish; predict his/her grade on tests; etc.

2. Self-Initiating:
   a. When The student does not know what to do, he/she will ask the teacher.
   b. With regular/minimal prompting from the teacher, assistant or parent, The student will begin his/her assigned tasks, initiate work on his/her plan, etc.

3. Planning:
   a. Given a routine (e.g., complete sheet of math problems, write a paragraph), the student will indicate what steps or items are needed and the order of the events.
   b. Given a selection of 3 actions necessary for an instructional session, The student will indicate their order, create a plan on paper, and follow the plan.
   c. Having failed to achieve a predicted grade on a test, The student will create a plan for improving performance for the next test.

4. Organizing:
   a. The student will follow/create a system for organizing personal items in his/her locker.

b. The student will select and use a system to organize his/her assignments and other school work.
c. The student will prepare an organized outline before proceeding with writing projects.

5. Self-Monitoring, Self-Evaluating:
   a. The student will keep a journal in which he/she records his/her plans and predictions for success and also records his/her actual level of performance and its relation to his/her predictions.
   b. The student will identify errors in his/her work without teacher assistance.

6. Self-Awareness:
   a. The student will accurately identify tasks that are easy/difficult for him/her.
   b. The student will accurately identify his/her strengths and weaknesses.

Conclusion

Given the incidence of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder and its potential for adverse impact on the student’s educational progress and success, one must consider an active plan of intervention. When organizing a comprehensive set of educationally-relevant interventions, in addition to the traditional behavior modification programs and psychopharmacologic approaches, we argue that the understanding of ADHD is entering the era of the executive functions, with greater reference to the underlying brain bases of this disorder. Several theoretical models have been proposed for the inclusion of the executive functions within the description of ADHD. Our own work supports these theoretical models by demonstrating the integral role of the executive functions within the diagnosis and functional description of ADHD. The traditional triad of symptoms, inattention, impulsivity, and hyperactivity, are not the only significant functional issues associated with ADHD. We believe the various domains of executive function are highly relevant for consideration and inclusion in an appropriate educational intervention. These problems are the very essence of what parents and teachers describe in their list of concerns.

We further advocate for educational intervention teams to become familiar with the concepts and methods for proper comprehensive assessment of the student’s profile of executive dysfunction, thus enabling intervention planning and implementation of the relevant interventions. Several surveys of school personnel, particularly school psychologists, indicates a need for more training in the concepts, assessment and intervention methods with respect to the executive functions. We review the unique aspects that executive function brings to learning as well as the distinctive ways that the interventions must be conceptualized. Returning to our metaphor involving the conductor of the orchestra, we believe one would approach the intervention process differently if a poor musical product was the result of deficient orchestra players versus a faulty leader/conductor. The same principle applies to educational interventions when executive dysfunction plays a primary role in the student’s learning or social-behavioral difficulties. Simple, skill-based treatments that are taught to the student and are to be carried out solely by the student, without regard to the process of his/her learning and the environmental conditions that support that performance, are often doomed to fail. These intervention methods are complex as they are meant to provide the student with meaningful, functional routines that are geared toward effective “online” problem-solving. Ylvisaker and colleagues71 skillfully illustrate this collaborative process between the student and his/her educational “caretakers.”

In addition to a conceptual background to the executive functions, we provide a model and sample illustrations of intervention plans that can assist professionals in developing appropriate process-oriented,
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collaborative educational problem-solving routines within meaningful everyday contexts. We fully understand that the language of the Individualized Education Plan (IEP) is not fully oriented to goals and objectives that are developed to address the student’s cognitive problem-solving process, but we also believe that these “process routines” are, in fact, appropriate educational outcomes amenable to objective definition and monitoring. Creative school teams are challenged to articulate these goals in meaningful ways.
Examples of domain-specific external and student-focused executive function interventions

**Inhibit**

Students with inhibitory control difficulties often require additional structure in the environment at the outset in order to maintain more appropriately controlled behavior. It is important to appreciate that, by definition, children with inhibitory control problems do not anticipate consequences of their actions. Thus, controlling antecedents to their behavior, or environmental stimuli that may lead to impulsive behavior, is essential. Distractions need to be limited, and tasks often need to be kept more focused and time limited. Social difficulties often become apparent for children with inhibitory control difficulties. Children who behave impulsively with peers may say or do inappropriate things and peers will learn to keep their distance. It is important to intervene early to avert social difficulties and the negative effects on the student’s self-esteem.

**External Structure.** (1) Provide more explicit, extensive and/or clear set of rules and expectations, and reviewed with student regularly. (2) Limit distractions, including visual and auditory distractors, as well as other students or activities that can pull attention away from a task (3) Reduced homework requirements to within the student’s capabilities, with stepwise increases as he/she demonstrates success.

**Student-based interventions.** (1) Teach response delay techniques, such as counting before responding. (2) “Stop and think” methods teach students to inhibit their initial response, to consider potential consequences, and to further develop a plan of approach to a situation. (3) Frequent, brief breaks with motor activity can be a reward for work completed. The student might complete a small amount of work before bringing it to the teacher for review. (4) Use cross-age tutoring or mentoring with an older student who can model appropriate social behaviors. (5) More focused and well-controlled peers can serve as role models in small group activities with adult guidance. (6) Guided observations of peer interactions may help the student learn more appropriate social skills. (7) Limit time in unstructured activities. The student might join an activity with a pre-arranged expectation that he/she will take a break after a set period of time and review successes and any areas of difficulty.

**Shift**

Remaining consistent is an important aspect of structured, systematic teaching, and promotes learning and generalization across settings and time. Consistency in teaching and management does not imply rigidity, but rather a systematic form of teaching and dependable, predictable environments. Increased consistency is often necessary at the outset for children with difficulties shifting or adjusting to changes in routine, schedule, or activity. This may include the use of teaching and behavioral strategies that remain the same across time, environments, and people. Often a child’s preference for sameness or insistence on routines and sameness reflect the degree of anxiety and distress he/she experiences with change. While respecting the student’s need for the comfort which his/her routines may provide, the learning and home environments can gradually and incrementally introduce minor changes, one at a time.

**External Structure.** (1) Develop a set of positive routines and a set of alternative routines. The day can be viewed as a sequence of routines, such as a morning routine, school routine, and evening routine. These can be further broken down into several sub-routines, such as brushing teeth, washing up, getting dressed, and packing a backpack for school. The student may then be able to learn alternative sub-routines, such as different ways to get to school, that can be practiced and swapped in and out of the larger routines. This can build in the appearance of flexibility. (2) Use external prompting to shift attention, behavior, or...
cognitive set from one activity or focus to the next.

Student-based interventions. (1) One of the most effective strategies is the “two minute warning.” Teachers and parents can alert the student that one activity is about to end and another will begin. (2) Allowing a few minutes of “down time” or leisure activity between the end of one activity and the next can facilitate transitions. (3) Make the change in activity another form of routine. (4) Changes in scheduled activities, persons, or events can be placed on a schedule and called to attention with advance notice. This provides more time to adjust to the change. (5) Set time limits for each task before a shift to the next task is required. Use of a timer can facilitate adjustment to change in activity.

Emotional Control
Children with executive difficulties, particularly with fragile inhibitory control and/or difficulties adapting to change in their home and school environments, may express their feelings more strongly and more directly than most children. This can make them seem more angry, irritable, sad, or silly than their peers. Such emotional expression should prompt evaluation to rule out mood or affective difficulties. When difficulties with modulation of affect occur in the context of other self-regulatory problems, management of the child’s executive difficulties may be helpful.

External Structure. (1) Manage stimuli or antecedents that appear to produce emotional changes or outbursts. Some situations, peers, or tasks may need to be initially avoided or limited until the student experiences more success in managing emotional expression. (2) The student’s parents and teachers can model appropriate emotional modulation. They might talk aloud through a situation that provokes feelings of anger or sadness, and explain how they will deal with their feelings. (3) If the student responds with emotional outbursts to school work, it may be helpful to return to mastery or success levels and to adjust academic demands.

Student-based interventions. (1) Difficulties with emotional control can often be viewed as one expression of disinhibition. Techniques for supporting inhibitory control and reducing impulsivity may be helpful. (2) Provide opportunities to discuss upcoming situations or events that may provoke an emotional outburst. (3) Teach a concrete, simple metaphor to help increase emotional monitoring and increase the likelihood of a more appropriate response. For example, the student might work in therapy to develop a “thermometer” or “speedometer” metaphor for measuring anger or distress. He/She might label each temperature or speed to reflect degrees of anger, such as “10 = normal, 20 = irritated, 30 = getting mad….100 = out of control.” Each level can then be tied to a specific concrete behavior, such as counting to delay responses, terminating the conversation, seeking adult intervention, or immediately leaving the situation. (4) Increase the student’s awareness of potential for emotional reactivity and likely consequences.

Initiate
It may be helpful to appreciate that children with initiation difficulties have trouble “getting going” or starting. This can be exhibited behaviorally, such that they cannot get started on physical activities such as getting up, socially such that they have difficulty calling friends or going out to be with friends, academically such that they have trouble getting started on homework or assignments, or cognitively, such that they have difficulty coming up with ideas or generating plans. Deficits in “primary” initiation are relatively rare and are often associated with significant neurological disorders (e.g., traumatic brain injury, anoxia, radiation). More commonly, initiation deficits are the secondary consequence of other executive problems (e.g., disorganization) or emotional disorders (e.g., depression, paralyzing anxiety). Basic tenets of intervention include providing additional external structure,
prompting and cueing, and helping organize and plan.

External Structure. (1) Increased structure in the environment or in an activity can help with initiation difficulties. Building in routines for everyday activities is often important, as routine tasks and their completion become more automatic, reducing the need for independent initiation. For example, the morning routine can be broken down into a sequence of steps, and these steps can be written down on index cards or a simple list. The student might then follow the list of steps each day with supervision as needed until the routine becomes automatic. The student can learn to use such lists as prompts. (2) External prompting may be necessary to help the student get started. The student’s teacher might stop by his/her desk at the outset of each task and prompt him/her to start his/her work, or perhaps demonstrate the first problem of a worksheet. At home, his/her parents might need to similarly prompt him/her to get started on homework, chores, or to go out with friends.

Student-based interventions. (1) Children who demonstrate difficulties thinking of ideas may benefit from learning a structured, systematic approach to idea generation. They can be taught idea generation strategies to help develop ideas for topics, activities, or ways to approach a problem. (2) Providing “to do” lists on paper or index cards can be a method of developing automatic routines and can serve as external cues to begin an activity. Some children benefit from keeping a binder or “cookbook” with lists of steps for each activity. They can look up a page with steps for completing a specific task, and use the list to guide their activity. (3) As with any executive difficulty, it can be helpful to increase the student’s awareness of his/her difficulty initiating. As he/she becomes metacognitively aware of his/her own difficulties getting started, he/she can participate actively in using strategies.

Working Memory

External Structure. (1) Pre-teaching the general framework of new information and guiding attention to important points to listen for can be an essential tool for circumventing working memory difficulties when they interfere with ability to capture new material. The student might meet with a resource teacher or aide at the outset of each day and preview the gist of what will be learned that day. (2) The rate of presentation for new material may need to be altered for the student. He/She may need additional processing time or time to rehearse the information. (3) Children with working memory difficulties often need tasks or information broken down into smaller steps or chunks. (4) Children with working memory difficulties can benefit from learning compensatory skills to apply independently.

Student-based interventions. (1) Many children demonstrate a natural tendency to use “self-talk,” or verbal mediation in order to guide their own problem solving and to direct their attention. Such verbal mediation strategies might be encouraged or taught directly. (2) Providing a written checklist of steps required to complete a task can serve as an external memory support and alleviate some of the burden on working memory. (3) The student can learn how to actively listen, such as stopping what he/she is doing at the time, focus his/her attention, ask questions, restate the information or question, or take notes. (4) Mnemonic devices (i.e., memory strategies) are important tools to help children with working memory difficulties learn, and later recall, basic skills and facts. (5) Teach the student to “chunk” information to help increase the amount that he/she can learn or capture at one time. (6) Use rehearsal to increase the amount of information encoded into memory. The student might need to practice a series of steps for solving a problem, memorizing a list of key facts, or completing an everyday activity in order to accommodate his/her more limited working memory at the outset. (7) Have the student repeat or paraphrase what he/she has
heard or understood in order to check for accuracy and to provide an opportunity for rehearsal. Ultimately, teaching self-initiated “comprehension checking” strategies (e.g., the child asking for repetition of instructions) helps to promote independent management of working memory weaknesses.

**Planning**

External Structure. (1) It is often helpful to provide examples of how students might plan differently to complete the same task, so that the student can see options for alternative methods. (2) Children with difficulties planning may benefit from having a binder or “cookbook” of steps for common routines or assignments. They might have a section for approaches to specific types of math problems, writing assignments, or reading materials and can reference the plans as needed. (3) Children with difficulties planning may benefit from having a binder or “cookbook” of steps for common routines or assignments. They might have a section for approaches to specific types of math problems, writing assignments, or reading materials and can reference the plans as needed. (4) Teacher/Parent modeling is an important means of teaching good planning skills. The student’s parents can discuss plans for the day at the breakfast table, or verbalize their thinking about how to approach a series of errands. The use of the child’s planning guide for the parent’s multi-step activities may serve as a good model. Developing an overall plan for the day, week, month and year with a calendar can also serve as a useful exercise.

Student-based interventions. (1) Engage the student maximally in setting a goal for the activity or task. Encourage him/her to generate a prediction regarding how well he/she expects to do in completing the task/activity. Structure planning and organization efforts around the stated goal. (2) Active, maximal involvement of the child in the development of plans is important. The use of a planning guide may be necessary to reduce the organizational and working memory demands of this multi-step process. (3) Have the student verbalize a plan of approach at the outset for any given task, whether everyday chore or routine or academic activity. The plan can be broken down into a series of steps, arranged in sequential order, and written down as a bullet list. The plan can be guided interactively with his/her parent or teacher to achieve sufficient detail and increase likelihood of success.

**Organization**

External Structure. (1) Present information in well-organized manner at the outset. Children with difficulties grasping new concepts or the gist or framework of new material often do best when the material is presented in a structured fashion. Teachers that offer a higher degree of structure in their courses may be a better fit for the student. (2) Keeping an extra set at books at home can be a powerful tool for helping children with organizational difficulties, as it alleviates a need to remember what books to bring back and forth and provides ready access to materials at school and at home. (3) Given the particular difficulty managing complex, long-term assignments, students with organizational difficulties often benefit from working on only one task, or one step of a larger task, at a time. Tasks may need to be broken down into smaller steps in order to facilitate organization and planning. Long-term assignments, such as term papers or projects, are often insurmountable for children with organization and planning difficulties.

Student-based interventions. (1) Call to the student’s attention the structure of new information at the outset of a lesson or lecture. (2) Previewing the organizational framework of new material to be learned in bulleted or outline form may increase appreciation of the structure and enhance the student’s ability to learn associated details. (3) It may be helpful to provide an outline or list of major points prior to the lesson. (4) Having the student restate the overall concept and structure of the information or task following a lecture will provide an opportunity to ensure accurate understanding as
well as an opportunity to correct any misunderstanding. (5) As the student becomes more aware of difficulties grasping organization of new information, he/she may be able to learn to search for the organizational frameworks inherent in novel material. (6) Students with difficulties keeping track of their assignments may benefit from learning to use an organizational system, schedule book or daily planner. Use of such a system is a useful tool for many aspects of organization and planning, but requires effort on the part of the student, parents, and teachers. (7) Specific, strategic approaches for reading (e.g., SQR3) can be taught to facilitate the student’s efficiency in learning new material. For example, the student might learn to first examine the chapter outline or list of heading, then read the chapter summary and focus questions before approaching the body of the text.

Organization of Materials

External Structure. (1) Children with difficulty maintaining reasonable organization of their environment and materials may benefit from increased external structure for organization and from developing good organizational routines in general. (2) Having an extra set of books at home can be a simple yet effective means of ensuring that the student has the required materials at home and in school for completing his/her school and homework. (3) Some children can benefit from having a checklist of needed materials to review on a daily basis before leaving home for school, and/or at the end of the school day.

Student-based interventions. (1) The student may need help from his/her parents and his/her teachers in reviewing materials needed prior to a given task or at the beginning and/or end of the day. To facilitate development of good organizational habits, the student might review with his/her parents each morning his/her plans for the day, the associated materials to accomplish his/her goals, and the organization of the materials in his/her backpack or desk. Similarly, he/she might have some “organization time” at the end of the school day to arrange his/her materials.

Self-Monitoring

External Structure. (1) Provide the student with opportunities for self-monitoring his/her task performance and social behavior. Provide cues, as subtly as possible, if necessary. (2) Often, children with difficulties monitoring their output do not recognize their own errors. It may be helpful to build in editing or reviewing as an integral part of every task in order to increase error recognition and correction. (3) Setting goals for accuracy rather than speed can help increase attention to errors. Rewarding the student for accuracy may support continued focus on monitoring his/her work.

Student-based interventions. (1) Ask the student to predict how well he/she will do on a particular task, then compare prediction with outcome in order to increase his/her awareness of his/her strengths and weaknesses. Encourage charting of performance and/or behavior in order to provide a tangible record of activity for ongoing monitoring. (2) It may be helpful to videotape an activity or situation then review together. This allows the student to see himself from others’ perspective. Discussion of the videotape with an adult, such as a guidance counselor or therapist, is essential. This method should be considered carefully, and approached collaboratively with the student’s, parents’, and other participants’ consent. While videotaping can be a powerful tool, there is also potential for emotional consequences and negative effects on self-esteem. (3) Verbal mediation can be a useful tool for helping children direct focus to their own behavior or work. The student might benefit from talking through a task, as this can increase attention to the task and, secondarily, increase error recognition. Model, cue, and encourage the use of the phrases “What works?” and “What doesn’t work?” as self-monitoring tools.